Learning From The Bees EXHIBITION

Selected ecopoetic and ecocritical artwork to engender discussions and
invite new ways of thinking about our kinship with the honeybee.
Curated by Bee Time artist collective together with Dutch artist Kyra Cramer,
Learning From the Bees explores ecological relationships, creatively proposing new possibilities for coexistence and regeneration.
As a starting point, the exhibition is inviting the viewer to consider how
domestication has become a form of subjugation, echoing an underlying
belief of human dominion over nature. The honeybee, protagonist of transformation and renewal, may be calling us ever more strongly to change our
ways of thinking about the living world, to evolve towards a genuine and
deeply felt ecological consciousness; a way of feeling and thinking that seeks
to remedy the chasm we have created between our lives and the interdependent dynamic relationships and rhythms of the natural world, of which we
are but an integral part.
To change the way we think, we need to expand our perceptions of who we
are. And the Bee, through the mystery of its being, has served as a spiritual
beacon throughout human history, calling us to look at our inner life and our
core values.
The expansion of our personal identity leads us to a greater social awareness. The bee metaphor takes us to a new vantage point; from an egocentric
worldview to a to socio-centric one. When we look at the biology of the
colony superorganism, we can learn something about the concept of the
Hive Mind and its possible applications in our own social structures.
Through collaborative and socially engaged art we creatively practice how
it might manifest when we widen our identity from I to we.
‘Learning from the Bees’ sounds the voice of those who protest against the
degradation of the honeybee to a mere honey making and pollinating
machine, as well as those who propose participatory experiences that focus
on restoration and remediation. Participating artists draw upon their
relationship with these delphic pollinators to re-imagine our humanity.
Curated for Learning from the Bees International Conference, in which scientists, honeybee conservation and environmental groups, artists, farmers and
educators from over 30 countries have gathered to shift the public gaze from
contemporary commercial apicultural practices towards a Culture of the Bee.
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Louwrien Wijers / Netherlands
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Nil İlkbaşaran / Turkey
Allison Hunter / USA
Áine Stapleton / Ireland
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Mark Thompson / USA
Amy Shelton / UK
Lynne Shapiro / USA
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Nika López / Dádiva, 2016

PHOTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTATION OF ACTION

The choice of certain elements provided by the landscape constructed a symbolic archetype for
me to understand the interaction between the bee and the human body. Among them, the thorn
is the central rigid axis, from which a single stamen is subtly ‘growing’, showing its delicacy and
sweetness. Warm and untamed by nature, together, they inspired me to act on instinct.
After the interaction with these elements, I questioned the union of the collective within the individual, the union of hive and body. This performance/action offers the representation of what my
body feels as foreign; fear, marks and tracks, the passing of time.
Nika López (ES, 1994)
Nika López was born in Valencia, Spain, where she lives and works. She received a BA in Fine Arts
from the Universitat Politècnica de València in 2016. López specializes in an interdisciplinary artistic practice including drawing, photography, video, installation, sculpture and performance; but
always inspired or directed by a love towards nature. Which is why she excludes both toxic and
animal derivatives in her work. She has participated in national and international festivals in Madrid, Turín, Oslo, Cyprus and Buenos Aires, among others.
Her work has been published at the Annual Document of Performance Practice Emergency INDEX,
as well as a personal catalog called “Desde lo mínimo, Nika López” edited by PACAbooks in 2018.
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Lydia Heath / Bee clean (lament), 2016
VIDEO PERFORMANCE, 2’

This work was made in the basement of ONCA Gallery shortly after returning from the first Bee
Time residency in April 2016. It was an attempt to mimic the bodily acts the bee performs when
cleaning itself and compacting the pollen collected during foraging. It was a meditative contemplation of the relationship between landscape and bee, bee and human, human and landscape.
Through using my limbs to explore my own body, I was able to reflect on their impact in the natural
world - lamenting my inability to be in symbiotic relationship with the earth. It was a self produced
ritual, an attempt to honour the limb-like quality of the bee which, as Michael Weiler suggests,
gathers in from the landscape and in turn brings forth life for both hive and flora:
‘The movement is constantly oscillating, almost breathing, interpenetrating itself, reaching out and bringing
back in again. The form of the sphere embraced is in constant change, larger, smaller, now tending more
one way, now switching to the other, depending on how attractive the goal is that draws the force living at
its centre. In this way we get the impression of something limb-like that is reaching out over and over again
beyond the hive in order to accomplish something out there and then fetch it back to itself.’
Michael Weiler, ‘Bees & Honey - From Flower to Jar’

Lydia Heath (UK, 1985)
Lydia is a visual artist and curator whose work explores alternative futures and counter narratives
to capitalism. She has been selected for exhibitions and residencies in Melbourne, Singapore,
Spain and throughout the UK. Prior to joining ONCA, Lydia worked with a portfolio of organisations
and artists leading professional development schemes and public art projects. She is also an aspiring gardener and passionate about tackling food waste.
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John Stark / Wage War, 2016
OIL ON WOOD PANEL, 58 x 70 CM

Wage War is part of the image series DoL Po exhibited in Charlie Smith Gallery, London in 2016. At
the heart of this enquiry are the notions of value; the transference of energy; and a calling into
question of the structures in society where exchange takes place. The title of this exhibition alludes to Stark’s current analysis. DoL – The Division of Labour – refers to the socio-economic model
whereby manufacture is broken down into component parts in order to increase productivity.
Po – a term coined by Edward de Bono as part of his lateral thinking techniques, to encourage
the progression of ideas towards solutions. Therefore, in contrast to tendencies in the digital age,
we are encouraged to move from the abbreviated to the expansive. Stark asks us to look further,
beyond the image and the instantaneous.
John Stark (UK, 1979)
John Stark holds a Post-Graduate Diploma in Fine Art from the Royal Academy of Art. He paints
glossy hyper realistic thematic groups of images ranging across witchcraft, warfare, apocalypse,
apiculture, alchemy, shamanism and black mirrors. These collections of paintings work together
as a group, telling a hidden story left open for us to uncover. With what reminds us of the virtuosity and complex narratives of classical paintings, he depicts an inner world where notions of self
are reflected upon within the allegorical context of the facades of our society. ‘It is my intention’,
Stark has said, ‘to express the transient nature of reality whilst exploring the shadows that humans cast upon it.’
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Sarah Hatton / Florid, 2013

PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRODUCTION (HONEYBEES AND RESIN ON PANEL)

The link between neonicotinoid pesticides and the worldwide decline of bee populations is a crisis
that cannot be ignored.
I have arranged thousands of dead honeybees in mathematical patterns symbolically linked to
monoculture crops, such as the Fibonacci spiral found in the seed head of the sunflower.
The viewer experiences the vertigo of this lifeless swarm, a dizzying optical illusion that echoes the
bees’ loss of ability to navigate due to the toxins locked within the very source of their sustenance.
Sarah Hatton (UK)
Sarah Hatton was born in the UK, and raised in Barbados and Canada. She received her BFA from
Queen’s University and her MFA from the University of Calgary, and is the recipient of numerous
awards for art and academics.
Her deep interest in human nature, mortality, patterns, and her insatiable curiosity about the
natural world are found throughout her paintings and installation work. Her “Bee Works”, made
from thousands of dead honeybees, received international acclaim, balancing artistry with advocacy, and winning the RBC Emerging Artist Award in 2014.
Hatton lives and works in Chelsea, Quebec, one of Canada’s most creative and environmentallyfriendly communities.
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Julia Valencia / One degree, 2016

DOCUMENTATION OF SITE SPECIFIC INSTALLATION

Site-specificinstallationinanold,abandonedbureauatOniShi. Chalk-writtentextaboutthe
Japanese honeybee on the entrance gates Fountain pen on paper found at the bureau.
6 cm x 25 cm kraft paper cones (420 units).
20 cm x 90 cm kraft paper cones (60 units).
Audio:EarlySpringb
 yTadaoSawai.
During my time in OniShi (Gunma prefecture, Japan), I learnt about the Japanese honeybee, and
about the Asian giant wasp that has the ability to decimate an entire beehive in a few minutes. 
One single specimen can do so, but the Japanese honeybee can fight the wasp back. They lure
the wasp inside the beehive, and once there, the bees buzz their wings simultaneously raising the 
hive’s temperature up to 47 °C, as they know that the wasp dies at 46 °C. They have an exquisite control over the temperature because themselves die at 48 °C. Inevitably, this collective task 
drew the analogy with the vibrational, communal and flawless taiko drum performances I used
to attend in the village. This is an installation about team power, a trait that permeates Japanese 
culture and gathers all its members.
Julia Valencia (ES, 1981)
Artist and a creative director. Mostly installation-oriented, Julia Valencia examines reality in pursuit of mundane revelation. Her work unravels the magnificence that lies in the ordinary through
the design and construction of sacred, intimate spaces. Using appropriationismand decontextualization, her installations confer a new interpretation, a different way of experiencing, placing
what looks trivial in an altar. Julia Valencia finds essential to spot and remove all the superfluous,
worthless layers in order to discover what’s truly vital. “I am only happy in beauty”, she claims. The
conquest of beauty and balance is the ultimate, crucial goal, theimpulse/stimulus/urgeenlightening all intentions, making sense across all actions. Beauty matters.
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Lucia Loren / “?” Biodivers, 2016
DOCUMENTATION OF SITE SPECIFIC ACTION

An artistic intervention in which a large question mark is created with the sowing of calendula and
lavender plants on an abandoned agricultural plot. This proposal was made as a participatory
action open to the local community as well as seasonal visitors.
The calendula and the lavender, noted for their ability to balance ecosystems and their enormous
benefits when they are is sown in the vegetable plots, improving the soil and attracting pollinators. The flowers obtained from this project, will also be used by artisans of the village for the
creation of their local products.
The project emphasizes the capacity of contemporary art to generate representational strategies
that link us to the landscape through metaphor and sensorial experiences, as well as asking us
to reflect on the critical situation of the rural landscape and its small communities which are in
danger of extinction.
The audiovisual proposal that emerges from this experience is a joint reflection with the inhabitants of Carrícola (Valencia, Spain) on the future and the uncertainties of organic farming, framed
within a context of sustainable culture designed from the reality of each community.
This project wishes to point out and highlight the innovative strengths and values of a municipality such as Carrícola, a pioneer town since the 1980’s which has been focusing on transformation
projects towards sustainability, basing its economic activity on ecological agriculture and in a
variety of eco-social strategies.
Lucia Loren (ES, 1973)
In recent years Lucía Loren’s main interest is the relationship between people and the landscapes
she creates. This connection with landscape initiated specific actions in different natural environments in a number of locations in Spain, Italy and Argentina. In all these interventions she uses
the elements of the landscape to illustrate small changes that reflect concepts within our cultural
landscapes. In many cases, her work process invites the participation of the local population, generating the exchange of experiences and knowledge between the artistic process and the rural
community.
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Louwrien Wijers / Louwrien Wijers discusses Joseph Beuys, 2015
INTERVIEW PROJECTION 24’23

Artist Matthew Stone interviews Louwrien Wijers on her long term friendship and collaboration
with German artist Joseph Beuys. In this series of interviews Louwrien Wijers speaks about Beuys’
ideas; his expanded concept of Art, the concept of Social Sculpture, The idea that every person is
an Artist, how Creativity equals Capital, and his ecological principles.
video 1 “Of all the things that Joseph Beuys said to you, which of his statements do you find yourself returning to most?”
video 2 “Can you explain Beuys’ principle of Social Sculpture as you understand it?”
video 3 “I consider your pyramid of three interviews each with Joseph Beuys, Andy Warhol and His
Holiness the Dalai Lama to be one of the most important artworks of the 20th Century. Can you
describe the series of events that lead to its completion?”
video 4 “What was Beuys’ day to day character like? How did he interact with the people around
him?”
Louwrien Wijers (NL)
Louwrien Wijers is a Dutch artist and writer. She was involved with the Fluxus art movement and
worked with Joseph Beuys from 1968 through 1986. Like Beuys, she considers writing and speaking
as sculpture. She makes what she calls “mental sculpture” as well as material sculptures.
In 1990 she organized the remarkable series of conversations ‘Art meets Science and Spirituality
in a changing Economy’ in the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam with guests such the Dalai Lama,
Robert Rauschenberg, John Cage, J.C.J. Vanderheyden, Mother Tessa Bielecki, Lawrence Weiner and
Marina Abramovic.
In 1992 she published ‘Writing as Sculpture’, a collection of her interviews. She is an influential
thinker on the subject of social sculpture, an expanded concept of art and art’s potential to transform society.
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Angahard Barlow / Bee Temple, 2018
PARTICIPATORY COMMUNITY INSTALLATION

An interactive and engaging installation seeking to explore the feminine principles in relationships with honeybees. Opening up the conversation around the bees in response to a missive from
the hive to ‘tell them who we are’.
Whilst there is a lot of awareness that the bees are in trouble, there is still surprisingly little understanding about the real nature of this creature and its plight. The current standard modern
‘beekeeping’ practice has been very dominated by an ‘Active’ masculine principle, which is heavily
invested in ‘Doing’ to the bees; actively engaging with queen rearing, hive manipulation, food sources etc basically inserting human intervention in every aspect of the bees’ lives. The results, we
now know, are causing their demise.
By exploring the feminine aspects this piece focuses on the receptive feminine principles and the
‘Being’. Participants are invited to consider ‘being’ in a relationship with the bees, contemplating
how to learn from them and communicate with them through loving and intuitive means, and
exploring the concept of The Bee as Body, the microcosm and macrocosm. All things are born of
Mother (the feminine) and by viewing the hive through this lense, we can consider our relationship
with the earth and our interconnected web of life.
To create this piece, women are invited to participate in workshops and artistic endeavours to add
their voices to a contextual, historic, creative and lyrical framework in the hopes that we can inspire a different approach to caring for the bees and redress the balance of masculine and feminine.
More Being and less Doing.
Angharad Barlow (UK)
Artist, conservationist, storyteller, bee lover and rememberer of our wild nature.
Angharad considers her artistic work as sacred activism and as a platform for socio-ecological
transformation. She has been facilitating conservation projects through creativity with adults
and children. She also uses her Art to explore our wider stories, personal myths and archetypal
influences as a formula for personal transformation, creating storytelling imagery and writing as
well as masks and costume workshops.
Angharad trained in Costume for theatre, film and tv, with an expertise in special effect costume
and creature building. Her personal journey has led her to become deeply engaged in learning
from the bees and the wisdom of the hive. Through Shamanic practices and study, caring for her
own hives and rewilding at Quinta Das Abelhas, Portugal
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For the Love of Bees! Collective / Kara Kovan (The Loghive), 2018
SILKSCREEN ARTIST BOOK (1 OF 30)

As pollinators and plants are under increasing threat of mankind, and nature continues to
degrade in an accelerating pace, we must achieve an understanding that without changing our
patterns of production and consumption, we will not be able to retain our natural resources on
earth. It is time to start thinking how each and everyone of us can contribute actively to this social
transformation.
The book titled “Karakovan” (the log hive) is produced by 16 students from Marmara University,
Department of Graphic Design. The students who have participated in the workshop have each
delved into a specific area concerning honeybees. Like building up the cells of a hive and filling
it with nectar, they have created this rich content book with illustrations. The book is the materialization of a series of workshops under the “For the Love of Bee!” project. The collective often
collaborates with schools for this project, and coaches an art technique in order for participants
to transform their newly acquired knowledge into an art form.
“Karakovan” not only exhibits the signature design of each student and views on the topic, but
also spreads an important message to viewers of the book. As students get actively engaged in
environmental issues and develop a more critical eye on behavior patterns of our society, they find
a way to express this through their art. Like bees pollinate for nature,
they creatively pollinate ideas through art.
“For the Love of Bee!” is created and conducted by Nil İlkbaşaran and Güngör Erdem and supported by The Consulate General of the Netherlands, Istanbul, Cultural Department and Dutch Culture.
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For the Love of Bees! Collective / For the Love of Bees! 2017
ENGRAVED PRINT ARTIST BOOK (1 OF 6)

Maria Sezer, Nil İlkbaşaran and Güngör Erdem have come together as a collective, aspiring
to raise awareness about bees through research, sharing of knowledge and creative
expression. The program pulls various age groups and disciplines together, including
artists, beekeepers, academics in apiculture, designers, social workers and others. They
believe, as nature enriches through pollination, human society enriches through the
pollination of knowledge.
Nil İlkbaşaran (TR/NL)
Lives and works in the netherlands since 1997. She has completed MA in art praxis at the dutch Nil
İlkbaşaran is an interdisciplinary artist working primarily in participatory art projects , site specific installations with the intention of instigating a dialogue on everyday issues and revitalizing
people’s relationship to a place. She is interested in practices that bring together art and citizenship, as well as practices that create parallel communities unlikely to be
established by other means. Nil lives and works in the Netherlands since 1997. Her artistic practice
came to be following several years of managerial posts in the retail sector. She received her BA in
Fine Arts at the Gerrit Rietveld Academy (2013) and MA in Art Praxis at the Dutch Art Institute (2016)
in the Netherlands. www.nililkbasaran.com; www.ariaskina.org
Güngör Erdem employs ecological art that combines a lifestyle close to nature and creativity. He
has been active in art production and exhibition since 2006 in Sinop, Turkey. Within the scope of
Sinopale, the International Sinop Biennial, Erdem has organized several art events and conducted
workshops including glass blowing.
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Allison Hunter / In the Presence of Bees, 2014
VIDEO INSTALLATION

My work as an artist has consistently focused on highlighting elements of our society we often
overlook. A few years ago, I became interested in honeybees when their survival was threatened by
a mysterious outbreak known as Colony Collapse Disorder. Following this news story, I researched
the many uses of bees in our lives, not just agricultural but also scientific. Bees work for us as
pollinators of food crops. But they also inspire our design of military drones and our research of
swarm theory. Yet, we could knowingly contribute to their extinction. I hope my artwork will help us
turn our attention away from our noise (phones, radios, speech) and instead listen and look more
closely at honeybees. In creating this work, I videotaped and recorded the sounds of honeybees
at an urban hive in Houston. The video depicts a tight-shot of bees crawling in and out of a hive.
Their movements are slowed down and the background is blacked out so the viewer can better
see the delicate movements and interaction between these important creatures. The soundtrack
consists of bees buzzing and intercut with creaking wood and radio blasts. I designed the audio
mix to pan around the viewer and imitate the flight of bees.
Allison Hunter (USA)
Allison Hunter is a visual artist who works in photography and video. Born and raised in northern
New Jersey, Hunter left the States at age nineteen to pursue art studies in the French-speaking
Canton of Vaud, Switzerland. She earned her first MFA at ECAL, the Cantonal Art School of Lausanne, Switzerland (1990, Drawing/Photography), and returned to the US to earn her second MFA
at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York (1997, Electronic Art). Hunter has participated in residencies at institutions such as the Banff Centre for the Arts in Calgary, Canada and
the Hermit Center for Metamedia in Plasy, Czech Republic. Hunter’s installation project, SIGNMAKERS(1998-2003), was commissioned by sculpture centers in Lithuania, Latvia, and Finland,
and by the 2003 Kingston Sculpture Biennial in New York. Hunter’s photographs on industrial
landscapes are collected the University Art Museum at SUNY, the Albany Institute of History and
Art, and the Center for Photography at Woodstock. Her New Animals series is collected by the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston and has been shown in the U.S. and Europe, including at the Kohler
Center (Wisconsin), Project 304 (Bangkok), Künstlerhaus Mousonturm (Frankfurt). She has had
solo exhibitions at the North Carolina Museum of Art (Raleigh), Women & Their Work (Austin), and
DiverseWorks (Houston). Hunter is Humanities Artist-in-Residence in the Department of Visual
and Dramatic Arts at Rice University.
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Áine Stapleton / Queen of vacation, 2018
VIDEO

Áine Stapleton (IR)
Áine Stapleton is an independent dance artist from Ireland. She has a 1st Class Honours Degree
in Dance Studies frnom the University of Surrey, London. She is currently creating her second
film about Lucia Joyce, daughter of Irish writer James Joyce, with support from the Arts Council of
Ireland, Tanzarchiv Zurich and the Irish Embassy in Bern, Switzerland. In 2016 she created her first
feature film Medicated Milk;, also based on Lucia Joyce.
Áine presented extracts from her new work ‘Queen of Vacation’ at VISUAL Carlow in Ireland as part
of ART WORKS 2018 and Carlow Arts Festival. This work was made in response to her time as artist
in residence at Bee Time in 2016 and 2017.
Áine co-directed Fitzgerald & Stapleton Dance Theatre, with dance artist Emma Fitzgerald. The
company have been critically acclaimed by the New York Times ;Smart sophisticated movers;; and
The New Yorker ‘Touches deeper stranger chords’.
She has been invited to discuss her work at various symposia including - Women, War and Peace&; at Trinity College Dublin, Body Stories; at University College Cork, and most recently at ‘The
Book and The Body’ curated by Junk Ensemble at University College Dublin.
Áine is a member of the band ‘Everything Shook’. The group have been included as one of The Irish
Times ‘Best Irish Acts’ and Golden Plec’s ‘Women Who Rocked’. “Everything Shook...recall Fever Ray
and Ladytron at a melancholy 4am disco with David Lynch Djing” Buzz.ie.
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Toni Serra (Abu Ali) / On the way of the bees, 2017
VIDEO 47’

In a time that is becoming difficult for bees (as for us). In a year of severe drought ... in a country
that is already often arid ... taking the path of bees has been to make a journey through moors
and mountains, but also through states of spirit, obstacles and encounters .. until we reach their
generous garden.
A trip ... not always easy -but always beautiful- towards them .. that is, towards a part of us that
was hidden...
Are we worthy of finding them ... do we deserve their honey?
The vision that I present collects this way and feelings ... and shares an intuition .. the angelic
appearance of the bees ... the purity of their food, their tenderness, their humility, their common
effort and their honey ... they give us food and healing.
Certainly, in all this there is really a message for people who reflect! [Cor’an 16: 68-69]
Toni Serra (Abu Ali) (ES, 1960)
Currently living in between Barcelona (Spain) and Duar Msuar (Morooco)
Author of video and video programs. Member of OVNI Archives, he is also working in the research
projects: Ru’a [visions] , disReality, The Colonial Dream, and Babylon Archives,..
His videos explore different visions between the assay and the poetry, with a evocation of trance
and the realities of dream. His first works in New York and Tangiers were questioning about the
beauty and mystery of ephemeral and marginal. In 1998 he finishes the TV Codes series: a critical
immersion into the mass media mechanisms of alienation, a deconstruction of its hypnotical
creation of social and identitary models. His last videos immerse into its the relationship with
the visionary, into the inner experience, the no man’s land between real and unreal, dream and
awakeness, poetry and prophecy...as a way to deepen the criticism of reality.
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Mark Thompson / Immersion, 1973-1976

16 MM FILM PROJECT, COLOR, SOUND, 30´ TRANSFERRED TO DVD

The content of the performance/film project, Immersion is focused on a visual, time based investigation of the complex, psychological tension and spatial relationship between the honeybees and
myself. Poetically the film not only explores the elemental and sculptural space of the blue sky
through the intensity of the honeybees’ flight, but with my background in physics and sculpture,
crafts a visual form of this relationship – a metaphorical connection to more fundamental, sub
atomic fields where within the intense flight activity of the honeybees there is an uncertain and
rich fluidity of matter - space – energy – time. With the immersion of my head, a human awareness
begins until stillness.
Blueness
24 fps in a field of sky
24 fps shifting with the arc of one honeybee
24 fps to 5 fps in the tracery of a swirling swarm
5 fps fully energized field
5 fps snaps to 100 fps of fluid dance space
100 fps to 24 fps with head immersion
24 fps to stillness
Whiteness
Mark Thompson (USA)
Mark Thompson is an interdisciplinary, installation artist whose experiential, sculptural environments and performances explore the relationships between natural processes and human activities over time using the resources directly related to a particular site. Drawing on a long history
of interdisciplinary investigations in biology and physics, his work uses a wide range of materials
and site resources along with film, video and live performances.
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Amy Shelton / Melissographia, 2007
ARTIST BOOK

Melissographia consists of a series of new poems which are embedded within a book-form, scattered with individually embossed hand-painted pollen maps, referencing a selection of seasonal
pollen loads collected by the honeybee from single plant species. Melissographia is bound in a
hand-made cover, and contains tiny botanical samples of flowers collected over the apiarist’s
calendar year, which are important to sustaining the health of the honeybee. The book was made
in response to my ongoing conversations with John Burnside about bees and our delving deep
into the fertile bibliography of bees and beekeeping. Taking the seminal text The Life of the Bee
by Maurice Maeterlinck (quotations from the Alfred Sutro translation published by George Allen in
1901 are interweaved throughout the pages of the book on delicate translucent paper) as a common reference, we created a book which offers a mind map of our engagement with the honey bee
over a calendar year.
Amy Shelton (UK)
I read History of Art at Manchester University and have a Masters degree in Fine Art from the University of Plymouth. My research and practice has a documentary motivation honouring the slow
time taken to observe and contemplate the small wonders of the everyday. I primarily use earthbound materials such as clay, beeswax and paper, in which to embed the intricate complexity of
life-stories I find in the world around me.
My recent work reflects on my on-going enquiry into the plight of the honeybee. I am currently
making work in response to my observation of beekeeping, bees, and the landscapes and flora that sustain them. I established the Honeyscribe project in 2011, to explore the relationship
between bee health, human health, the environment and the arts. The aim of the project is to
create dialogue and exchange about bees between scientists, artists, writers, beekeepers, school
children and the general public through artistic practice – developing new artworks, delivering
workshops and curating public events.
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Lynne Shapiro / Bee Time, 2017
HANDMADE POETRY BOOKS

The first week of the Beetime Residency was equivalent to more than a month of experiential learning. Week two was the response. First, I wrote quickly, drafts of poems, unsure if I was writing
several short pieces or one long poem. Setting aside the writing, as is often necessary, I then created a few accordion books into which I collaged my poems. Poetry sketch books, I called them,
spreading out the words so that the letters, like bees, could be experienced visually and physically,
moving through space and time, satisfying my desire to reflect the experience of bees encountered
randomly within an infinite field.
Lynne Shapiro (USA, 1954)
Lynne Shapiro is a narrative, lyric poet whose work and direction owes as much to her
museum/art background as her experience as an amateur ornithologist and botanist. Her
poems are infused by the architecture of the built and natural world. City Streets and urban
culture (movie theaters, galleries) meet an ever-present, transformative natural world
that conveys a daily desire for freedom, magic, rootedness and authenticity.
She is currently interested in connecting poems, seeing how they push and pull when
yoked together, how certain words change, deepen, when a series of poems unfold.
One reason she loves poetry is that it lives in a realm beyond realism or fiction. Her poems
are made from elements of abstraction and reality and convey how both modes depend
upon the other. Of late, her work has begun to open up spatially, moving off the page –
into a new scale. In part, this is due to subject matter, her focus on place (public and
private), the residue of memory - in edges and borders, sounds and silences – themes she
explore through language.
Lynne holds a B.A., from San Diego State University, California, and an M.A, from Brandeis
University, Massachusetts, both in Comparative Literature.
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Edwina Brinckmann-Rouffaer / The Luminous Queen, 2009
Drone’s Resurrection, 2014
CHARCOAL ON PAPER

The Luminous Queen and Drone’s Resurrection are part of a larger series of charcoal and pastel
drawings Edwina has been making about aspects of the honeybee’s life.
The drawings have been published in a booklet titled ‘Light and darkness in the heart of the hive’,
which aim to inspire beekeepers to deepen their relation with the honeybees.
Edwina Brinckmann-Rouffaer (NL, 1961)
Edwina This an artist inspired by honeybees. She works from home as a conservator of the painting collection of Zonheuvel. She lives with husband Eric in her parental house in a green area
of Amersfoort (NL). Their garden is large enough for keeping bees and is planted with trees and
flowers chosen for their capability of surviving in the dry and sandy ground of this higher part of
the Netherlands and on their nutritional value for bees throughout the year.
She is able to keep an eye on the bees and witness their activities under all daily and seasonal
conditions. This ideal circumstance has enabled her to look deeper into their lives and personalities.
Lately Edwina has taken up an investigation on the different qualities of beeswax. Wax taken out
from different parts of the bees’ nest, shows different properties and this has opened new perspectives on the bees’ living space. This has led to the development of workshops with beeswax,
together with artist Lia Martinali.
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Nessa Darcey / Swarm Stories, 2017
sound installation

The phenomenon of the honey bee swarm inspires awe, excitement, fear, learning, innovative
solutions and surprise connections. Beekeepers light up when telling tales of their swarm encounters, and their tales capture the imagination of others who are new to bees. This is a collection
of testimonials about the life force of the swarm and what it can reveal to us. The storytellers are
natural beekeepers, based in England and Spain. They have asked the bees who they are and what
they need, with genuine interest - a great act of love which shapes their beekeeping practices. The
woven structures represent queen cells, a sign that the bees are prospering and preparing for an
epic journey.
Nessa Darcey (IR)
As a Creative Entomologist I aim to reintroduce humans to their natural habitat through colourful encounters with insects: artworks celebrating biodiversity, ecological surveys and one-to-one
entomological experiences. I received a BA in Fine Art Print from the National College of Art and
Design in 2007 and have since exhibited extensively, in Ireland and abroad, as a solo artist and a
member of the singing, drawing, playing art collective Soft Blonde Moustache.
I hold an MSc in Biodiversity and Conservation from Trinity College Dublin, where I taught myself
beetle identification and gained employment working with bumble bees. My mission is to reintroduce humans to their natural habitat through colourful encounters with insects, one of the most
diverse and underappreciated group of living things. Working primarily in Dublin, Ireland, I aim to
promote and conserve insect wildlife through my ecological and artistic practices.
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Lea Bradovich / Compound Eyes, Heart of Gold, 2018
HAND COLOURED ETCHING, PASTEL AMD SOY INK ON PAPER

My current work is an homage to nature and women. I set a few rules within the
praise, anything can be a hat, disregard scale, paint classically inspired portraits, and
make it as beautiful as possible. Bees (and Monarchs) speak about Nature’s common
royalty who once graced every garden and patch of weeds. After creating the
flowering, fruitful world their thrilling lives and good deeds are often overlooked. True
nobles, sipping nectar. What a story, and as a painter with a narrative bend I’m
fascinated. I like how common royalty is, too, at least among Arthropoda’s pollinators.
They know pollen is the real gold.
Our Anthropocene, the new common era of lost bio-diversity rips at the weave
of life. For me this makes praising nature all the more poignant and meaningful. So I
vision a nature goddess who wears the weave as well as creates it. I paint her as a
mythic redux to counteract her long neglect, an act of devotion. In our culture where
the feminine is maligned nature takes a beating. I know paintings have changed me, I
know they can grab the eye and therefore the brain. With recycled metaphors,
whimsey, color, and intent I aim to help inspire a bee, insect and eco renaissance.
My hand-colored etching Heart of Gold felt like an ancestor merging with her
apple tree and its’ inner hive. I thought of the mystic marriage between the fruit tree,
the bees and us. I actually saw the image while hauling compost to the apple trees in
our yard that were challenged by ongoing drought. The other print, Compound Eyes, takes Heart
of Gold, reverses it and overlays it with Lepidoptera. It is darker and dimmer. I wonder if it is genetically engineered chimera, or if it simply praises compound eyes.
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Lea Bradovich (USA, 1955)
My magical realist portraits depict a playful engagement with nature in her guise as
the eternal Art making was a refuge in my childhood. As a sickly child I drew my way into a
better reality. Many ideas I entertained then still enchant me. I enjoyed the intersection
between science and myth especially regarding the social insects. Knowing that royal
courts existed under our yard and in the neighborhood was magic. Many years later
when I taught art to children I saw the delight they took in anthropomorphic art and
reclaimed my early interests.
I grew up on northern Minnesota’s Iron Range in a mining family. I wanted to
learn about traditional realistic painting upon entering college but there were no realists
left teaching in the art departments in the 70’s, mostly the instructors were advocates
for current ism’s. Luckily my high school art teachers in Chisholm, Minnesota, had laid
some groundwork. In 1978, I got a BFA at the University of Minnesota in painting.
Later I went to Pratt Institute in New York City and earned an MFA in ’83.
When I began this series of nature portraits about 10 years ago I commenced study with
several traditionally trained master painters, which has meant worlds to me.
As a young artist in 1980’s New York City, I could not imagine a positive
outcome for our planet. When I began to teach art to kids my outlook changed. It
became clear that children have great genius, all of them, and this was in inner city
schools where art was no longer part of the curriculum and positive expression was
marginalized. Their brilliance, humor and imagination were transporting and what
exciting art they made. Happily they changed my mind.
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Kyra Cramer / Tears of Ra, 2014
A LIGHT INSTALLATION

The Sun-god Re (Ra) wept again and the water from his eyes flowed to the ground and transformed itself into working bees, working in flowers and trees of all kinds, creating honey and wax
from the tears of Ra.
Passage found in ancient Egyptian scriptures
This piece refers to the myth of the Egyptian Sun God Ra. It is told that bees arose from his tears,
tears born from his grief for the earth that lay barren as a desert.
This installation speaks of the beautiful translucent light, the magic of the honeycomb when you
hold it against the sunlight and of the grief that I felt about the increase in honey bee diseases
and colony collapse disorder.
By using the honeycomb from a collapsed bee colony I have given them a voice after their passing.
I would like to show the beauty of the nest-structure honeybees created, usually hidden from the
human eye.
By sharing the tears I wish to inspire people to create a dialogue with bees and learn about beeshealth. I expect these bee-lights will give warm light in dark places and create awareness for the
preservation of bees on earth.
Kyra Cramer (DE, 1964)
She is a visual artist, actually living in between the Netherlands and Germany, with a background
in art based environmental education. Graduated in 1994 as a bachelor of Fine Art in education and Art History at the Amsterdams Hogeschool voor de Kunsten (Breitner Academie) in the
Netherlands. From 2000 – 2003, she follow a part-time study, Master Ecological Pedagogics at the
Hogeschool van Utrecht /Netherland. 1985, graduated as an occupational therapist at the Vrije
Universiteit Berlijn in Germany.
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Lia Martinali / The Swarm, 2011
ARTIST SUITCASE

The Swarm-Art-Travel is a socially interactive project, consisting of 12 artist suitcases that travelled
from beekeeper to beekeeper. Each beekeeper spent one month with one of the suitcases in their
keep and then handed it over to a colleague-beekeeper. Thus the swarm of suitcases made their
journey through the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany and France, humming back and forth over a
period of one and a half years.
12 suitcases formed 12 lines on a map: the bee-lines, and each suitcase travelled to 12 beekeepers.
So in total 144 beekeepers got to interact with them.
Each suitcase contained a different painting by Lia Martinali (beeswax on canvas) as an image of
a secret the bees embody. They also contained a notebook, in which the beekeeper could write
his or her response in the form of insights, stories, poems and drawings. In every notebook, the
beekeeper was invited to answer different questions, like
how did you get your first swarm or beehive?
what was your most impressive experience with the bees?
how does beeswax get the beautiful ocher-yellow colour?
Lia Martinali (NL, 1955)
Is a visual artist, lives and works in Esch, the Netherlands.
‘Images’ have been important in her life since early childhood. Choosing to be autodidactic; a developmental path in which one’s own talents as well as shortcomings reveal themselves, and can also express the essence of an artist, has led to a diversity of artwork.
Her rediscovery of beeswax came in 2011, after reading the new translation of ‘The Bees’,
8 lectures Rudolf Steiner gave in 1923. Each page of that book provided inner images that
were then depicted. She became fascinated by the bees, their wax and their comb shape.
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Joan Bennassar / Mad Honey, 2017
RESEARCH DOSSIER

Joan Bennàssar’s video Miel loca (Mad Honey) shows the hallucinations of a Mexican beekeeper
after having ingested toxic honey. In Mexico, bees produce honey that is poisonous due to its high
content of agricultural chemicals.
In the film, we see the beekeeper describe in his hallucinations the kaleidoscopic transformation
of plastic materials from the great architectural infrastructures of the 1950’s to phantasmagoric
and immaterial compounds such as today’s agrochemicals. The work explores how the companies
that previously invested in materials for large plastic infrastructures for architecture inspired by
organic shapes and forms, had after the petroleum crisis of 73’ and the abandonment of the plastic architecture, converted their research into agrochemical engineering products, which are used
for destroy the environment, and the source of inspiration of the first plastic architectures, like the
bees, on which they were based.
Presented here is the extended research Bennàssar carried out in the preparations for making the
above mentioned video.
Joan Bennassar (ES, 1991)
Born in Palma de Mallorca in 1991. He has studied Fine Arts in the University of Barcelona, in
dependent study program in SOMA México and residences in Taipei artist village (Taiwan) and
Hangar (Barcelona). He currently lives and works between Mexico City and Barcelona. He received
recently the Sala d’Art Jove grant in the modality of creation and research in collaboration with
MACBA 2015, the Can Felipa Arts Visuals grant 2015, Guasch Coranty production scholarship 2015,
Injuve scholarship 2016 and DKV/ Es baluard Museum scholarship for videographic production
2016. His work has been presented in museums, fairs and galleries.
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